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THE HOT LIST
November 2021

Melbourne, Victoria

Dark Mofo Festival, Tasmania
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FESTIVALS & EVENTS

Festivals & Events

UPCOMING
FESTIVALS
& EVENTS
Please check event and
festival websites for further
information around ticketing
and bookings.

Upcoming three months

december

January

●

Jagged Little Pill - Sydney, New
South Wales (2 - 19 December)

●

●

Melbourne Music Week Melbourne, Victoria (3 - 12
December)

Australian PGA Championship Eagle Farm, Queensland (13 - 16
January)

●

Illawarra Folk Festival - Illawarra,
New South Wales (13 - 15 January)

●

Gabrielle Chanel. Fashion
Manifesto - Melbourne, Victoria
(4 December - 25 April)

●

Tamworth Country Music
Festival - Tamworth, New South
Wales (14 - 23 January)

●

Manjimup Cherry Harmony
Festival - Manjimup, Western
Australia (11 December)

●

Great Australian Beer Festival Geelong, Victoria (15 January)

●
●

Thredbo Gravity Series - Thredbo,
New South Wales (13 December - 2
May)

Australian Open - Melbourne,
Victoria (17 - 30 January)

●

Santos Festival of Cycling Various, South Australia (21 - 29
January)

●

Midsumma Festival - Melbourne,
Victoria (23 January - 13 February)

●

Festival of King Island - King
Island, Tasmania (28 - 29 January)

●

Carols in the Domain - Sydney,
New South Wales (18 December)

●

Boxing Day Test Series Melbourne, Victoria (26 - 30
December)

●

Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race Various locations (26 December 1 January)

●

The Taste of Summer - Hobart,
Tasmania (28 December - 3
January)

february
●

Melbourne Art Fair - Melbourne,
Victoria (17 - 20 February)

●

Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi
Gras - Sydney, New South Wales
(18 Febuary - 6 March)

●

Adelaide Fringe Festival Adelaide, South Australia (18
February - 20 March)
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TOURISM PRODUCTS
& EXPERIENCES
Dreamtime Dive and Snorkel, Tropical North Queensland

NATURE & WILDLIFE
Tourism Products & Experiences

AQUATIC & COASTAL

SUSTAINABILITY

Cairns and Great Barrier Reef, Queensland
Launched November 2021

Coral Spawn gives new hope
On November 24, in an explosion of colour and a show-stopping

“Nothing makes people happier than new life - and coral

sign of life, billions of coral babies were born on the Great Barrier

spawning is the world’s biggest proof of that. We are coming

Reef off the coast of Cairns. The annual event marks another

out of restrictions with a fresh leap of life just as the reef is

milestone in the ongoing story of life on the Reef.

spawning. That positivity is what people are feeling. It’s the
celebration of the year.”

Coral spawning occurs when corals release tiny balls containing

Reef Teach &
Passion of
Paradise

sperm and eggs into the water. These ﬂoat to the surface where

The Reef Teach expedition was supported by Tourism Tropical

they break open, releasing both sperm and eggs to bump into

North Queensland in collaboration with Tourism and Events

each other and cross fertilise.

Queensland and Tourism Australia. Reef Teach also partnered
with Passions of Paradise, a Cairns-based dive and snorkel tour

Speaking from the Passions of Paradise expedition vessel at

operator to the Great Barrier Reef.

Point Break on the outer edge of Flynn Reef about 60 km east

Reef Teach
@reefteach
Guide to the Great Barrier Reef

of Cairns, the principal marine scientist from Reef Teach, Gareth

Images, vision of the spawning and interviews can be found

Phillips said this year’s coral spawning event to a symbol of

here.

regeneration and hope.

FOOD & DRINK
Tourism Products & Experiences

Nationwide, Australia
Launching December 2021

Australian cookbook of Culinary Journeys
Australian luxury travel specialists, Southern Crossings are

Available from leading Australian book retailers from 1

proud to have partnered with Gourmet Traveller, Tourism

December, the book is also available from Southern Crossings

Australia, Ultimate Winery Experiences Australia and a

where Christmas has come early with the additional inclusions

collection of Australia's most aspirational accommodation

of a $500 Southern Crossings Travel Voucher* and a discounted

properties to produce the perfect Christmas gift this year.

subscription offer for Gourmet Traveller magazine with every
book purchase. www.southern-crossings.com for further details

Southern Crossing

Australia - Inspired Escapes + Culinary Journeys is a 224-page
premium coffee table travel cook book packed with delicious
recipes, stunning images and stories that will inspire luxury
Australian travels from the coast to the outback, big sky country
to wine country.

Southern-Crossing
@southerncrossing
ULTIMATE WINERY EXPERIENCES
AUSTRALIA

and to purchase. *T&Cs apply

NATURE & WILDLIFE
Tourism Products & Experiences

Blue Mountains, New South Wales
Reopening October 2021

Scenic World reopens to visitors
Scenic World in the Blue Mountains is ready to welcome back
visitors from far and wide. Bringing prehistoric history to life, the
venue’s Dinosaur Valley will also commence its showing from 26
November until February 2022.
Operating four days a week, from Friday to Monday, Scenic

Scenic World

World visitors can ride the world’s steepest train, the Scenic
Railway, take in the wonders of the rainforest along the Scenic
Walkway and absorb the beauty of the Blue Mountain region’s
sandstone cliffs and valleys via the Scenic Skyway. Check out the
Scenic World website to plan a visit.

Scenic world
@scenicworld
Guide to the blue mountains

NATURE & WILDLIFE
Tourism Products & Experiences

SUSTAINABILITY

Hervey Bay, Queensland
Launched October 2021

Australian Wildlife Journeys welcomes
two new operators
Signature Experiences of Australia member, Australian Wildlife
Journeys, has welcomed Indian Ocean Experiences and Paciﬁc
Whale Foundation Eco-Adventures Australia to its roster of
independent operators.

Australian
Wildlife Journeys

Servicing the Indian Ocean Islands, Indian Ocean Experiences
showcases the natural and historical stories of the unspoilt
region, including the annual migration of 60 million red crabs
on Christmas Island.
Also joining the collective is Queensland’s Hervey Bay-based
Paciﬁc Whale Foundation Eco-Adventures Australia. Three
times a day, the operator’s dedicated team of conservation

Australian wildlife journeys
@australianwildlifejourneys
Guide to queensland

experts share unique whale watching experiences with
travellers in the Great Sandy Straits Marina. Make sure to check
out these new journeys at the Australian Wildlife Journeys
website.

NATURE & WILDLIFE
Tourism Products & Experiences

MODERN &
INDIGENOUS CULTURE

Canberra, Australian Capital Territory
Launched November 2021

Adytum Sanctum
Local wellness brand, Adytum, has launched a ﬂagship wellness
space. A paradise in the city, guests can retreat to this hidden
gem in the middle of the bustling Braddon precinct and
unwind as they step inside the holistic health and wellness
centre. The sanctum includes an Elixir Bar, Apothecary Lab,
full-service day spa and mindfulness lounge, plus a bathhouse

Adytum

that includes a traditional hot rock sauna, Japanese Oak mineral
bath (for a maximum of two people), and a cold pail shower - a
ﬁrst for the city. Bookings can be made online now.

Adytum
@adytum
Guide to canberra

NATURE & WILDLIFE
Tourism Products & Experiences

AQUATIC & COASTAL

SUSTAINABILITY

Montague Island, New South Wales
Launched November 2021

NEW Swimming with the Seals EXPERIENCE
Sapphire Coastal Adventures has launched a new swimming
with seals experience at Montague Island. Their experienced
guides take guests in the water to introduce them to playful
seals.
The tours host small, personalised in-water groups to ensure

Sapphire Coastal
Adventures

the safety and preservation of the marine environment, as well
as a sustainable and enjoyable experience for all.
Montague Island is home to both Australian and New Zealand
Fur Seals, Little Penguins, Grey Nurse Shark breeding grounds
and seabird nesting grounds. It also holds special cultural
signiﬁcance to the local Aboriginal people and is rich in history.

Sapphire Coastal Adventures
@sapphirecoastaladventures
Guide to New south wales

Sapphire Coastal Adventures is committed to ethical
interactions with these playful seals so numbers are very
limited. Guests are encouraged to book via the website to
secure a spot.

NATURE & WILDLIFE
Tourism Products & Experiences

MODERN &
INDIGENOUS CULTURE

Sydney, New South Wales
Launched November 2021

New Sydney Culture Trails
Sydney Culture Trails have launched four new trails this month
all showcasing Sydney’s various cultural offerings, including art
galleries, museums and performance venues. The new walks
include The Royal Botanic Gardens & Surrounds, The Rocks and
Surrounds, Darling Harbour & Surrounds, and Chippendale &
Surrounds.

Sydney Culture
Trails

The digital itineraries help guests explore Sydney’s cultural
offerings on foot such as laneways and cultural precincts.
Visitors can follow the trails at their own pace using custom
Google Maps to seek out some of Sydney’s best heritage and
cultural sites while enjoying pit stops at suggested dining
venues along the way. Check out the full itineraries at the
website link.

Sydney Culture Trails
@sydney
Guide to Sydney

NATURE & WILDLIFE
Tourism Products & Experiences

Sunshine Coast, Queensland
Launched November 2021

Narrows escape luxury guided treks
Award winning luxury accommodation Narrows Escape is now

Each night guests will be treated to a lavish feast that highlights

offering a new walking trek package.

either local produce or chef talent. Offerings include a deluxe
BBQ hamper packed with locally sourced produce, a ﬁve-course

Narrows Escape

Narrows escape
@narrowsescape
Guide to the sunshine coast

This extravagant and nature-focused package includes ﬁve

French degustation dinner at The Long Apron, a six-course meal

nights’ accommodation in the iconic Narrows Escapes rainforest

prepared by a private chef and served in the villa, a traditional

villas, four days guided hikes with an expert local, and all meals

Rajasthani style banquet cooked and served by owner, Ali Khan,

and refreshments. Guests will explore the picturesque

and an Asian-inspired banquet at nearby The Tamarind.

hinterland, the secluded swimming holes and majestic
waterfalls during the day, and then settle in at night for total

Bookings are available for a minimum of two people, with more

relaxation and comfort.

information available on the website.

NATURE & WILDLIFE
Tourism Products & Experiences

MODERN &
INDIGENOUS CULTURE

SUSTAINABILITY

Various locations, South Australia & Western Australia
Launched November 2021

Untamed escapes new wellness tours

Untamed escapes

Untamed Escapes (formerly Australian Wildlife Adventures), has

Thoughtfully designed by Untamed Escapes very own qualiﬁed

launched a range of wellness tours throughout South Australia

Yogi & Wellness Manager, Jodie, the retreats have scheduled

and Western Australia as part of their Retreats Reimagined

departures all year round. Accommodation ranges from

range. Products include the 3 Day Adelaide Hills Luxury Escape

glamping to luxury options and are suitable for anyone looking

and 4 Day Fleurieu Peninsula Retreat departing Adelaide. From

to escape and regenerate, whilst the wellness activities includes

Perth join 4 Day Margaret River Yoga & Glamping Adventure or

daily yoga and meditation sessions in idyllic locations, bountiful

4 Day Esperance Retreat. All tours are fully inclusive, door to

paddock to plate produce, meetings with qualiﬁed practitioners

door experiences that enable guests to become immersed in

and local characters, a range of workshops and masterclasses,

the regions they’re visiting.

and not to mention wine, gin and chocolate tastings along the
way. Check out the website link for bookings.

Untamed Escapes
@untamedescapes
Nullarbor road trip

NATURE & WILDLIFE
Tourism Products & Experiences

SUSTAINABILITY

Grampians, Victoria
Launched November 2021

Grampians Peaks Trail
The Grampians National Park has opened the spectacular new
Grampians Peaks Trail (160 km or 99 miles), encompassing a
challenging 13-day, 12-night hiking experience through a variety
of terrain.
Unique hike-in campgrounds are spotted throughout the trail

Grampians
National Park

to ensure an immersive experience in the park. Visitors can
climb dramatic mountain peaks with panoramic views, and hike
along rugged rocky ridgelines. Be sure to experience the rich
diversity of ﬂora and fauna and the ancient Aboriginal culture of
Gariwerd.
Grampians National Park is part of the Gariwerd Aboriginal
cultural landscape. There is a deep and continuing connection

Grampians national park
@visitgrampians
Guide to the grampians

and respect for the Traditional Owners of these lands and
waters, their ongoing role in caring for Country is always
recognised. Be sure to check out the guide to the Grampians for
the top tips during a visit!

MODERN &
INDIGENOUS CULTURE
Tourism Products & Experiences

Sydney, New South Wales
Launched November 2021

Santa at the Summit Bridgeclimb
BridgeClimb is gifting climbers the opportunity to meet Santa
at the Summit of the Sydney Harbour Bridge. This magical
opportunity runs every Sunday morning from 7 November until
19 December, giving visitors the chance to meet Santa 134 m
above sea level.

Bridgeclimb

With the Sydney Opera House as a stunning background,
climbers will be able to capture a one-of-a-kind Aussie
Christmas photo with not one, but two icons.
This is available on all climb routes departing between 9:00am
and 10:55am, and includes a fabulous Christmas carol
soundtrack as well. Tickets include a printed photo and
complimentary Santa hat. Visit the Bridge Climb website to

Bridgeclimb
@bridgeclimb
Guide to sydney

book this festive treat!

MODERN &
INDIGENOUS CULTURE
Tourism Products & Experiences

Brisbane, Queensland
Launched November 2021

QAGOMA joins growing Cultural collective
Brisbane’s Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
(QAGOMA) has become the 18th member of the Cultural
Attractions of Australia (CAOA) collective.
In line with the admission to the collective, the ambitious art
gallery has launched the First Artists Exceptional Indigenous Art

Queensland Art
Gallery

& Dining Experience. Co-designed by QAGOMA and 100 per cent
Indigenous-owned business Blaklash Creative, the experience
offers an unparalleled exploration of modern Indigenous culture
through the lenses of art, dance and conversation. The
experience has enlisted Indigenous chef, Chris Jordan of Three
Little Birds, to join QAGOMA Executive Chef, Douglas Innes-Will,
in devising a bespoke, native ingredient led menu. QAGOMA
joins CAOA’s assortment of arts and cultural attractions which

Queensland Art Gallery
@QAGOMA
Guide to brisbane

showcase Australia’s signiﬁcant creative and historical heritage.
For more information on QAGOMA and the CAOA visit the
website.

MODERN &
INDIGENOUS CULTURE
Tourism Products & Experiences

Shepparton, Victoria
Launched November 2021

Shepparton Art museum
The highly anticipated Shepparton Art Museum is now open.
With over 4,000 artworks and across four main gallery spaces
over ﬁve ﬂoors, the new museum is ﬁlled with amazing pieces
to discover.
The building also features a dedicated kids’ space, workshop,

Shepparton Art
museum

Kaiela Arts Aboriginal community arts centre, outdoor
amphitheater, café and event space.
With eight exhibitions on display there’s plenty to explore, from
Connection to Country by Maree Clarke to Flow: Stories of River,
Earth and Sky in the SAM Collection. Tickets are free, so head to
the website to book your visit in advance.

Shepparton Art Museum
@sheppartonartmuseum
Guide to Victoria

FOOD & DRINK
Tourism Products & Experiences

Barossa Valley, South Australia
Launched November 2021

Day with the Dirtman experience
Founder of Gibson Wines and fondly referred to as ‘The
Dirtman’, Rob Gibson, has launched a new experience, Day with
The Dirtman, to offer guests a full-day guided tour of the
Barossa.
As winemaker, viticulturist and geologist, Rob’s expertise in

Gibson Wines

winegrowing, soils and in depth understanding of what lies
beneath is incomparable.
The tailored day blends deeper vineyard, soil and wine
discovery, with insights on how to ‘live like a local’. Those who
partake will discover some of the region’s passionate food
artisans, get access to special vineyards and vistas normally off
limits to public, all whilst being treated to down-to-earth

Gibson wines
@gibsonwines
Guide to the barossa valley

Barossa hospitality.
Check out Gibson Wines on Instagram to catch a sneak peak of
the vineyard luxury that awaits, and visit the website for
bookings.

AQUATIC & COASTAL
Tourism Products & Experiences

Various locations, Queensland
Launching December 2021

Coral Expeditions
Australia’s pioneering cruise line, Coral Expeditions, is launching
two new voyages in time for the festive season. Setting off on
the operator’s brand-new vessel, the Coral Geographer, the
all-inclusive “To the Heart of the Reef & Outback” itineraries set
out to showcase the diversity of the Queensland terrain.

Coral Expeditions

The cruise encompasses 14 nights, with highlights including
two gala dinners showcasing ten iconic Australian wines, a
private jet experience landing in Longreach in the Queensland
outback, a chartered yacht to Whitehaven Beach and
opportunities to explore Lizard Island and Magnetic Island with
guided walking tours.
The ﬁrst of the night cruises will depart from Cairns on 5

Coral Expeditions
@coralexpeditions
Guide to queensland

December 2021, with the second voyage leaving Brisbane on 20
December. Head to the website and book a spot today.

MODERN &
INDIGENOUS CULTURE
Tourism Products & Experiences

Canberra, Australian Capital Territory
Launching December 2021

NEW Ancient greeks EXHIBITION AT NATIONAL
MUSEUM OF AUSTRALIA
The National Museum of Australia has welcomed a
once-in-a-lifetime exhibition that showcases the competitive
spirit of Ancient Greece with new masterpieces documenting
sports, politics, drama, music and warfare.

National Museum
of Australia

Illuminated by more than 170 objects from the British Museum
and hosted at the National Museum of Australia, the Ancient
Greeks: Athletes, Warriors and Heroes collection features large
marble statues of athletes and gods, exquisite jewellery, richly
illustrated pottery and bronze weapons.
The collection reveals a vibrant and innovative society that
endures in its art, culture and legends throughout time.

National museum of australia
@NMA
Guide to Canberra

Exhibition tickets are on sale now so head to the website to
preview the collection and book a ticket.

MODERN &
INDIGENOUS CULTURE
Tourism Products & Experiences

Sydney, New South Wales
Launching December 2021

Christmas feasts at The Langham
The Langham, Sydney has launched a new range of experiences
to ensure guests have all they need for this festive season. This
stunning location is ready and excited to welcome all guests;
from those wanting a relaxing, blissful staycation, to those
wanting a big family get-together or others who are looking
forward to a festive occasion.

The Langham

The Festive Luxury Buffet runs from 1 - 23 December, with prices
starting from $108 per person. Celebrating something special?
Book a table of ten people and the person celebrating dines
complimentary. Go to the Langham website for more
information.

The Langham
@thelangham
Guide to sydney

MODERN &
INDIGENOUS CULTURE
Tourism Products & Experiences

Melbourne, Victoria
Launching December 2021

Firefly zipline
A pop-up, dual-line zipline experience has landed in Melbourne
just in time for the holiday break. Flying nine meters above the
ground and hitting speeds of up to 40 km/h, this one is perfect
for the daredevils.
Starting at Federation Square, visitors will be sent ﬂying across

Firefly zipline

the Yarra River to the majestic Alexandra Gardens all while
taking in the beautiful cityscape of Melbourne. With two lines,
the experience can be tackled with a bestie, family member or
partner for the ultimate memory-making adventure.
Fireﬂy Zipline Melbourne is Melbourne’s ﬁrst zipline experience
in the central city and the ﬁrst in Australia that takes you over a
major river. Tickets are essential so head to the website now to

Firefly zipline
@fireflyzipline
Guide to melbourne

lock in a spot.

MODERN &
INDIGENOUS CULTURE
Tourism Products & Experiences

Melbourne, Victoria
Launching December 2021

pond[er]
The National Gallery of Victoria has announced plans for an
upcoming architecturally designed pink pond. With an aim to
be evocative of Australia’s inland salt lakes, the designs have
been revealed as the winner of the NGV’s 2021 Architecture
Commission in the Grollo Equiset Garden at NGV International.

National Gallery
of Victoria

Designed by a Melbourne-based team comprising architecture
ﬁrm Taylor Knights in collaboration with artist James Carey, the
installation, entitled pond[er], will offer a space for visitors to cool
off during the summer months and reﬂect on their relationship
with the environment. Be sure to keep across the NGV website
for more information and opening date.

NGV
@NGV
Guide to melbourne

AQUATIC & COASTAL
Tourism Products & Experiences

Canberra, Australian Capital Territory
Launching early 2022

Goboat luxury on Lake Burley Griffin
Launching in early 2022, GoBoat Luxe is a luxury on-lake
experience from the GoBoat team that is set to offer a new way
of celebrating with loved ones on the water.
With a capacity of eight guests plus a maximum of two crew,
the boat itself is 50% bigger than a standard GoBoat and will

Goboat Luxe

feature a lounge at the back for the ultimate chill-out zone.
Food and drink options will also be available for purchase to
ensure there is maximum party-time.
In addition, GoBoat Luxe will have its own pontoon at Armada
Outdoor Bar located on the northern shores of Lake Burley
Grifﬁn, with packages that allow guests to arrive and head
straight to the private VIP area to continue the celebrations.

Go boat
@goboat
Guide to Canberra

Check out the website or Instagram for up to date information.

Three Blue Ducks, New South Wales
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FOOD & DRINK
OPENINGS

RESTAURANTS
Food & Drink Openings

Narooma, New South Wales
Launched September 2021

Quarterdeck
Merivale has ofﬁcially opened the doors to Quarterdeck, a
20-year-old local institution that has been reincarnated and now
houses traditional tiki vibes with a modern twist.
Set on Narooma’s Wagonga Inlet, Quarterdeck champions the
produce of the South Coast alongside re-imagined cocktails. Set

merivale

by a picturesque seaside location, Quarterdeck is the perfect
option for dining and drinks with family, friends or a slice of
waterfront romance.
Key dishes including Wagonga rock oysters, snapper ceviche,
grilled citrus pork belly tacos and a QD sundae, served simply,
with the local produce as the star. Be sure to check out their
Instagram to get a load of the waterfront view.

Quarterdeck
@quarterdeck
Guide to New south wales

RESTAURANTS
Food & Drink Openings

Gold Coast, Queensland
Launched September 2021

Uncle Su
The Star Gold Coast’s new ﬂagship Chinese restaurant is serving
up impressive classic Cantonese cuisine including fresh seafood,
handmade yum cha, and a selection of signature,
mouth-watering Beijing and Szechuan dishes.
The restaurant’s name is inspired by the Head Chef, Chef Song

Uncle Su

Yao Su, who has over 30 years’ experience perfecting Asian
cuisine and dining. Guests can kick back in the bar with a tasty
tipple, come together at a table for a tantalising feast or get
closer to the action with a seat at the kitchen counter.
Guests should check out the indulgent ‘banquet’ package, that
sees an eight course medley with all the favourites included
such as crab meat and sweet corn soup, sweet and spicy

Uncle su
@thestargoldcoast
Guide to the gold coast

chicken, sauteed beef and spring onion, and so much more.
Check out the full menu on their website and book a table
today.

RESTAURANTS
Food & Drink Openings

Hobart, Tasmania
Launched September 2021

Seven and a Half
The tiny-diner movement gathers pace with the opening of
Seven and a Half, a 10-seat dining experience by acclaimed chef
and photographer Luke Burgess.
Named for its position in the building, the rooftop “pod” has
harbour views high above Macquarie Street in central Hobart.

Seven and a Half

Burgess says his dining room is inspired “in part by times spent
dining high above Tokyo, in the most unlikely of spaces”.
He’s taking bookings for leisurely Sunday lunches, and plans to
host special events including “dark sky” and full-moon dinners
with Dark Sky Tasmania. Dates are released 30 days in advance
so be sure to keep an eye on the website for booking
information.

Seven and a half
@Lukeburgess
Guide to hobart

WINERIES, BREWERIES
& DISTILLERIES
Food & Drink Openings

SUSTAINABILITY

Melbourne, Victoria
Launched September 2021

Silver Spoon Estate
Victoria’s newest 100% off the grid cellar door has opened at
Silver Spoon Estate, a cruisy two hour drive north of Melbourne.
Specialising in a diverse range of varietals, the entire winery is
now off-the grid and sustainable. The vineyards are unirrigated
and when it comes to vintage, everything is handpicked and

Silver Spoon Estate

pruned leading to delicious single vineyard varietals and red
blend wines.
The winemakers Peter and Tracie Young are passionate about
preserving their patch and are happy to share advice on their
winemaking process, love of sustainability and local region
insights. Open seven days a week, the wine tasting experience is
free but make sure to book ahead to secure your spot.

Silver spoon estate
@silverspoonestate
Guide to Melbourne

RESTAURANTS
Food & Drink Openings

Shoal Bay, New South Wales
Launched October 2021

Atmos
Located in the Shoal Bay Country Club, Atmos is now open,
bringing the traditional architecture and relaxing atmosphere of
the Greek Islands to Shoal Bay. Their dishes are simple,
uncomplicated yet delicious and best shared with family and
friends. Their menu encourages a social experience with large
share dishes and delicious Greek inspired cocktails. Head to the

Atmos

Atmos
@shoalbaycountryclub
Guide to New south wales

website for more information.

RESTAURANTS
Food & Drink Openings

Sydney, New South Wales
Launched November 2021

Fonda Surry Hills
Located on Crown Street, Fonda Surry Hills, is inspired by the
fondas of Mexico, much like its sister venues, to evoke a sense of
familiarity and to make everyone feel welcome.
Best known for their fresh approach to Mexican cuisine, guests
can expect all their Fonda favourites including their legendary

Fonda

tacos, chargrilled quesadillas, burritos rolled with their signature
ﬂour tortillas, and nachos with house made guacamole and pico
de gallo, with the menu available for both eat-in and takeaway.
There’s also a killer cocktail list featuring their much-loved
Margarita selection ranging from house, traditional and frozen –
the perfect little tickler to get your Mexican ﬁesta started. Book
online now.

Fonda
@fondamexican
Guide to Sydney

RESTAURANTS
Food & Drink Openings

Adelaide, South Australia
Launched November 2021

Blue rose
Lovers of modern Asian fare now have an exciting new venue,
Blue Rose, to try out in Henley Beach, the sister restaurant of
popular Asian eatery Gondola Gondola.
Recently opened on Seaview Road, Blue Rose features a strong
Vietnamese-inﬂuenced menu, with a heightened inclusion of

Blue rose

Chinese and Taiwanese inﬂuences in its delicious cuisine.
Coming from Gondola Gondola, renowned as one of Adelaide’s
top Asian eateries, the owners are particularly celebrated for
their mouth-watering chicken and corn dumpling and
incredible cocktails, which have been revealed to be a feature of
the upcoming Blue Rose menu. Visit the website for further
information and bookings.

Blue rose henley
@bluerose_henley
Guide to Adelaide

RESTAURANTS
Food & Drink Openings

Adelaide, South Australia
Launched November 2021

Garcon Bleu
Adelaide’s newest gourmet destination, Garçon Bleu is a
reimagined French style restaurant with elevated city views
from level nine of the new Soﬁtel Adelaide. The restaurant has a
unique contemporary approach to French cuisine informed by
tradition but updated to deliver simple, uncomplicated and
ingredient-focused dishes that highlight ﬂavour and local

Garcon bleu
adelaide

products, such as saltbush and Adelaide Hills pork.
Hosting a vibrant and joyful dining experience celebrating the
past and exploring the future of French cuisine in a
contemporary space, the restaurant will no doubt be an instant
favourite among Adelaidians. Visit the website for bookings and
further information.

Garcon blue
@garconbleuadl
Guide to Adelaide

RESTAURANTS
Food & Drink Openings

Adelaide, South Australia
Launched November 2021

Shōmen
The team behind Adelaide's Shōbōsho have set up a permanent
eatery dedicated to the Japanese noodle soup after the roaring
success of their takeaway ramen during the 2020 lockdown.
At Shōmen – located next door to Shōbōsho's Leigh Street
premises – don't expect ramen that's tethered to a particular

Shōmen

style or region of Japan. Rather, the menu draws from Japanese,
Korean and Chinese culinary traditions. .Included in the
meat-based soups are a shio pork ramen, featuring a broth of
smoked bacon; and a beef short-rib ramen with an
anise-infused broth and wagyu-and-water-chestnut dumplings.
Visit the website for bookings.

Shomen
@shomen_ramen
Guide to Adelaide

RESTAURANTS
Food & Drink Openings

Canberra, Australian Capital Territory
Launched November 2021

onzieme
An exciting new dining venture, Onzieme, has opened in the
chic neighbourhood of Kingston. This restaurant is from former
Bar Rochford hatted Canberra chef Louis Couttoupes.
Onzieme promises a bespoke experience for diners who choose
from an ever-changing menu written on a clear glass wall.

onzieme

Showcasing Louis' signature style of shared plates featuring
seasonal food, fresh vegetables and a nose-to-tail approach, the
kitchen features a large wood-ﬁred oven and is open to diners
to encourage the connection between the creative process and
what is served to the table.
The ground ﬂoor seats 44, while outdoor seating will cater for
another 30. The venue comes with a basement space, which

onezieme
Onezieme.cbr
Guide to CANBERRA

offers an intimate wine bar. With a separate entrance it will be
the perfect spot for snacks and after-work drinks or a nightcap
after dinner upstairs. Visit their website to book now.

RESTAURANTS
Food & Drink Openings

Sydney, New South Wales
Launched November 2021

Corso Brio
Bringing a touch of Italian elegance to Barangaroo, the newly
opened Corso Brio showcases a modern Italian menu and a
world-class wine list. The 120-seat restaurant is open six days a
week for lunch and dinner and features an a la carte and set
menu as well as a selection of antipasti to share.

CORSO brio

The elegantly crafted interior draws its inspiration from the
grand ballrooms of Europe. High ornate ceilings, grand
chandeliers and rich timber ﬁnishes are a standout design
feature throughout. An extensive wine wall is used to showcase
bottles and reﬂects the strong emphasis on the wine offering.
Visit their website to book now.

Bel and brio
@belandbrio
Guide to Sydney

BARS & PUBS
RESTAURANTS
Food & Drink Openings

Sydney, New South Wales
Launched November 2021

ONCORE BY CLARE SMYTH
The ﬁrst and only British female chef to hold three Michelin
stars in the UK, Clare Smyth, has opened her ﬁrst international
restaurant at Crown, Oncore by Clare Smyth.
With an emphasis on sustainable food and paying homage to
Core, Oncore delivers an exceptional dining experience

CROWN SYDNEY

overlooking an incredible view of Sydney Harbour from level 26
of Crown Sydney. The menu at Oncore features a selection of
Core’s classic dishes, including the unexpected yet celebrated
centrepiece of Smyth’s London restaurant, Potato and Roe.
Oncore will also offer new dishes with a uniquely Sydney ﬂavour,
drawing inspiration from the harbour and its surrounds. Visit
their website to book now.

Crown sydney
@oncorebyclaresmyth
Guide to Sydney

BAR
BARS&&DINING
PUBS
Food & Drink Openings

Sydney, New South Wales
Launched November 2021

Shell House: The Sky Bar, The Clocktower Bar
& The Dining Room now open
The transformation of Shell House is now complete featuring an
all-new rooftop destination that holds a dining room and three
bars with an unrivalled modern culinary perspective. Spread
over three ﬂoors and 1,250 square metres, Shell House has been
designed to provide a new iconic hospitality landmark with a

Shell House

fun perspective on inner-city dining.
The open-air Sky Bar features ﬂoor-to-ceiling glass doors
surrounding pavilions that fully retract, exposing diners to the
open-air views of the city. Housed within the 400-tonne iconic
clock, The Clocktower Bar is an immersive space lined in timber
joinery to capture the heritage and the grandeur of the 1930’s
Art Deco period. The room is elevated and animated by the

Shell house
@shellhousesydney
Guide to Sydney

soaring void of the clocktower above, along with the fully
restored and operating clock mechanisms. The Dining Room is
classic in theory, yet modern and forward-thinking in practice. It
is elegant and grand, but approachable at the same time. More
information and reservations are available on the website.

BAR & DINING
Food & Drink Openings

Adelaide, South Australia
Launched November 2021

Arkhe
Arkhe (Ar-kay), a sleek neighbourhood bar and open-ﬂame
dining by chef Jake Kellie, has just opened in Adelaide. With no
gas or electricity used in the kitchen, Arkhe is the ﬁrst fully
open-ﬂame restaurant in Adelaide, offering diners a truly
immersive experience. The entire menu has been touched by
ﬁre from the Southern Rock Lobster to the delicate desserts.

Arkhe

arkhe
@arkhe_restaurant
Guide to Adelaide

Visit their website to book now.

BAR
BARS&&DINING
PUBS
Food & Drink Openings

Melbourne, Victoria
Launched November 2021

The Exchange Pop-Up Beach Club
The Exchange’s crowd favourite Beach Club has hit the sandy
shores of Port Melbourne. Soak up the sunshine and grab an
ice-cold cocktail, enjoy delicious snacks from the pop-up
kitchen, or challenge friends to a game of beach volleyball.
The regular menu will include lobster-and-prawn rolls, Wagyu

The Exchange
Pop-Up Beach Club

sliders, classic ﬁsh and chips, and several spritz-y cocktails on
tap. Entry is free but guests can also book book cabanas and
day beds, plus picnic tables and lounges. Sunday afternoons will
also feature live music. Visit the website for more information.

Exchange beach club
@exchangeportmelb
Guide to melbourne

RESTAURANTS
Food & Drink Openings

Hobart, Tasmania
Launching December 2021

peppina
Introducing Peppina, a celebration of old-world hospitality and
produce-focused cooking set to open at the end of the year in
Hobart as the signature restaurant of highly anticipated luxury
hotel, The Tasman.
Led by Tasmanian Massimo Mele as Culinary Director alongside

peppina

Head Chef Glynn Byrnes, Peppina draws on Massimo's Italian
heritage and experience, borrowing his nonna's namesake to
give Italian inspired cuisine a local Tasmanian twist.
The 190-seat restaurant and private dining room seating 24 will
be centered around the lively energy of an impressive open
kitchen, featuring a wood-ﬁred oven and open ﬁrepit that will
present an ever-changing menu of seasonal pastas, locally

marriott
@peppinarestaurant

sourced meats and seafood cooked on the grill, and a selection
of antipasti. Visit the website for more information and
bookings.

Guide to hobart
.

BAR & DINING
Food & Drink Openings

Hobart, Tasmania
Launching December 2021

Mary mary
INSERT
IMAGE

Mary Mary is an intimate hidden cocktail bar at The Tasman
hotel, set to open in Hobart in December. Helmed by world
renowned cocktail and spirits creatives, Proof & Company, and
one of Australia’s most awarded bartenders, Charlie Ainsbury,
the announcement marks a captivating addition to the famed
Tasmanian bar scene.

Mary mary

Set within the deep old sandstone walls of Hobart, the name
Mary Mary stems from the origin of the building in which it
resides, the former St Mary’s hospital dating back to the late
1800s, now reimagined as part of The Tasman and Parliament
Square, located in the heart of the city.
Considered a legend of the Australian bar industry, Ainsbury

@marymarybar

brings over 17-years’ experience in some of the top cocktail bars

Guide to hobart

and Bulletin Place in Sydney and The Diamond in Vancouver.

across the world, including This Must Be the Place, Eau de Vie
The new bar will offer an old-world bar experience reimagined
for today, so keep an eye on the Instagram page for more
updates to come.

Sal Salis, Western Australia
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Accommodation

BOUTIQUE HOTELS
Accomodation

Triabunna, Tasmania
Launched October 2021

Triabunna barracks
Triabunna Barracks is a recently redeveloped, elegantly ﬁnished
1840’s sandstone Barracks and Stables. Located a 60-minute
drive away from Hobart Airport on Tasmania's east coast. The
property features huge bedroom suites, each with its own
kitchenette and spacious bathrooms with cosy heated ﬂoors.

Triabunna
barracks

The Stables room even has a chef’s kitchen, dining and
common area complete with ﬁreplace. The kitchen has
everything required to cook up a storm, including a commercial
coffee machine. Conveniently located, Triabunna Barracks is
close to the Marina, Maria Island walks, Maria Island Ferry, East
Coast Cruises, wineries, coastal activities and local amenities.
Visit their website to book now.

Triabunna barracks
Guide to tasmania

BOUTIQUE HOTELS
Accommodation

Daylesford, Victoria
Launched October 2021

CLIFFTOP AT HEPBURN
One of Australia’s most highly awarded luxury accommodation
innovators has just launched another unique stay, Clifftop at
Hepburn. The offering now includes four Samurai Villas..
Transport to another world at this oasis hidden amongst the
bamboo at one of Victoria’s best Japanese gardens.

SAMURAI VILLAS

Featuring stunning outdoor bath precincts, ornamental
gardens, restorative water features, bonsai trees, a unique barrel
sauna and Monet bridge, it’s world class luxury with a Japanese
twist. Hideyoshi, Yasuke, Yukimura and Masamune, the four
villas can be booked online so head to the website for more
information.

Clifftop at hepburn
@clifftopathepburn
Guide to daylesford and the
macedon ranges

HOTEL
Accommodation

Toukley, New South Wales
Launched November 2021

The Beachcomber Hotel and Resort
The Beachcomber Hotel and Resort, fondly referred to as ‘The
Beachie’ by locals, has revealed its multi-million-dollar overhaul,
reopening under new ownership. With a classy
hamptons-inspired look, the waterfront property now offers a
variety of all-day dining, bar and lounging spaces along with
boutique accommodation. This spring, Pelican’s Restaurant - a

The beachcomber
hotel and resort

The Beachcomber Hotel and Resort
@thebeachie
Guide to New south wales

former iconic seafood restaurant in the region - has returned to
The Beachie as the property’s semi ﬁne-dining offering with a
seafood-inspired menu. Visit the website to book now.

GLAMPING &
CAMPING
Accomodation

Barossa Valley, South Australia
Launched November 2021

Boongarrie GLAMPING tent
Boongarrie Glamping Tent offers privacy and luxury on a
beautiful parcel of land located in the Barossa Valley. Wake to
views of majestic red gums, kookaburras and animals peacefully
grazing. In the cooler months enjoy a campﬁre near the creek
and savour the Barossa Red and nibbles left for your enjoyment.

Boongarrie

The tent has a homey interior with a gorgeous ensuite
bathroom. A large queen sized bed, kitchenette, and bathroom
with a rain shower and claw foot bath.
Adjoining the courtyard is a quaint outdoor kitchen and red
gum bar under fairy lights, creating a relaxing, romantic spot for
an evening drink. The highlight is their wonderful outdoor
shower and bath, with views of gums, the creek area and the

Boongarrie
@glampingatboongarrie
Guide to south australia

stars or sky. Visit their website to book now.

GLAMPING &
CAMPING
Accomodation

SUSTAINABILITY

Jervis Bay, New South Wales
Launched November 2021

Paperbark Camp reopens
Australia’s ﬁrst glamping retreat, Paperbark Camp, has
reopened with a fresh new look, including ﬁve new Deluxe Plus
safari tents, with the luxury upgrade meaning all 13 tents at the
famous camp now boast bush-view tubs and indulgent day
beds.

Paperbark camp

Sprawling over 63 square metres, the ﬁve Deluxe Plus safari
tents feature the camp’s ﬁrst open-air, stargazing deck areas
with outdoor seating. Accommodating up to four people,
including children (minimum age is six), the Deluxe Plus tents
each include a king bed and two single/day sofa beds,
sustainable, locally made furniture using timber from the
property and a private, open-air ensuite with freestanding tub
and shower. Visit their website to book now.

Paperbark camp
@paperbak_camp
Guide to New south wales

ECO-RESORTS
& LODGES
Accommodation

SUSTAINABILITY

Fleurieu Peninsula, South Australia
Launched November 2021

Lost in willunga hill
Set atop Willunga Hill amongst a regrowth eucalypt forest, their
stunning Hilltop Retreat offers panoramic views out over rolling
vineyards towards the ocean and beyond. This retreat is ﬁlled
with bespoke custom ﬁnishes handcrafted from reused and
recycled materials, resulting in a warm and inviting space to
take in the breathtaking scenery. Soak up the spectacular views

Lost retreats

from the outdoor clawfoot bath located on an island deck
nestled amongst the gum trees. Or stoke the ﬁre and enjoy
their record selection and a good book. This retreat offers guests
a truly magical stay within a stone’s throw of some of the best
attractions the Fleurieu Peninsula has to offer. Visit their website
to book now.

Lost retreats
@lostretreats
Guide to south australia
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